and here is the character Alma surrounded by dames as they join the Party. Before the “women’s stunt,” there were African American female leaders such as Elaine Brown, Erika Huggens, Pam Cleaver, and many more. Although their sisters doubtless had a tougher road, they were an integral part of the movement. They were the backbone of the survival programs and schools. Excerpts from Sister Love said, “Often I had to tend to Party business while carrying my baby on my hip. Being a mother and a revolutionary were, by no means, mutually exclusive.” Ed Eckstein, Adam Kidron and Sam Sap came up with a dynamic song for the Mercury movie sound track produced by Dallas Austin that salutes the female Panther leadership. The record is performed by some of the top female vocalists, who checked their egos at the door and joined musical forces to create the song, “Freedom.”